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Village:

Date Drilled:

Midia

April 8, 2019

Well Number:

Date Completed:

KB-002-KU

April 12, 2019

Sub-County:

Location:

Kuluba

N: 03.489014
E: 030.877762

Region:

West Nile
Region

Final Depth:

60M

Country:

Max Yield:

Uganda

1161 lts/hr

Number of Users:

Pump Installed:

1190

India MK-II

Attended Sanitation Training:

Pump Depth:

44

30M

Heard the Word:

44
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Impact stories

Jennet
Alia
“Our new well has completely changed my life! Due to the dirty water we used to drink, my children would always fall sick and I had
to spend a lot of money treating them,”
“Additionally, I used to walk a very long distance to look for water and ended up cooking very late for my family.”

“Today, all of these challenges have come to an end because of our new well. I can now access the borehole easily and quickly, and
return home to do my chores in time. We also don’t have to worry about diseases because we now drink and use clean water. As a
village, we appreciate your efforts and thank you for supporting us.”

Buruga
Joseph
“We never had clean water in my village growing up so we used to cross the Congo border and walk for about 2 kilometers to fetch
water. Unfortunately, the water source was very dirty and we had to share it with animals which made us sick most of the time,”

“I want to appreciate 4africa for drilling a borehole for us. Having a borehole has significantly reduced the number of hours we
used to spend fetching water, and I know that we are now safe from some of the water borne diseases that we used to suffer from
because of drinking dirty water. This is a turning point for us and we will never forget you for your kindness,”
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Midia Well

Thank you for partnering
with us to make a difference.
“...but whoever drinks of the water that I will give him
will never be thirsty again. The water that I will give
him will become in him a spring of water welling up
to eternal life.” John 4:14

